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Professor

Paul Levin

Stockholm University

I Feel Turkish but Sweden is my Home: Migrants from Turkey and Their Children

Paul Levin takes a comprehensive look at the Turkish-origin diaspora in Sweden, including the substantial Kurdish and Syrian / Assyrian communities. In this lecture, he will talk about the successes and challenges of integration, relations between groups in the diaspora, and the effects of the increasingly active diaspora management policies emanating from Ankara on Turks living abroad. The Stockholm University Institute of Turkish Studies funds the research on which the topic is based.

Paul T. Levin is the founding Director of the Stockholm University Institute for Turkish Studies (SUITS). The author of *Turkey and the European Union: Christian and Secular Images of Islam* and co-editor of *Migration from Turkey to Sweden: Integration, Belonging and Transnational Community*, Dr. Levin is a frequent commentator on Turkish affairs in Swedish and international media. He is a founding member of the Consortium for European Symposia of Turkish Studies, Associate Researcher at the Swedish Institute for International Affairs, Research Fellow at the Swedish Research Institute in Istanbul, and member of the German Marshall Fund’s Trilateral Strategy Group. He received his PhD from the School of International Relations at the University of Southern California.

Admission only after registration to event@sri.org.tr!